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Oral and non-material culture is a kind of non-renewable cultural resources,and it
will never be able to restore or regenerate after dying. Because of the economic
globalization and the change of modern life,the folk intangible culture is endangered
under the change of their survival environments.The whole society has paid attention
to the oral and non-material cultural heritages,But these heritages still deform due to
the change of the cultural ecological environment.Based on this situation,the paper
points out that the most fundamental problem is to protect the original ecosystem
from the perspective of cultural ecology.
Cultural ecology is a theory to study the cultural phenomenon with the method of
ecological science,mainly studies the close relationship between human culture and
the environment.here the environment does not only refer to the natural
environment,but the cultural environment.In the cultural ecology,the internal factors
are interacting with each other,and the cultural ecology is the foundation of these
specific culture,once the overall cultural ecology changed,all sorts of specific cultural
events will change along with it.
This paper takes Chong Qing Mu Dong folk songs as an example,presents its
original forms and the situation through the fieldwork,and certifies that the original
ecology is the basis of Mu Dong folk songs through analyzing the forms and functions
of traditional Mu Dong folk songs.There are some historical reasons and human
factors about the destruction of the cultural ecology which the Mu Dong folk songs
rely on.
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